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ELINA FILIMONOS-TSOPOTOU, ANNA APOSTOLOU

-£ STORATION, ARRANGEMENT AND DISPLAY OF THE
CIENT FORTIFICATION WALL OF NISYROS

:: _Tos, with an area of approximately 41 sq. km., is one of the smaller islands of
~ Dodecanese. According to Strabo, X 489, Nisyros was created during the
=antomachy, when Poseidon, while pursuing the giant Polybotes, broke off a
_pnent of Kos and hurled it upon him; the missile became an island, Nisyros,
-· the giant lying beneath it. Ever since then the giant lives under the island,
':dng it while trying to escape. The myth aptly reflects the volcanic activity
.: h has existed on Nisyros since Antiquityi.
::. TOS reached a significant economic and artistic acme during archaic times, as
~\·i d ent from the rich archaeological finds from the cemetery of the 8'h -5'h cen~.::- B.C. 2· This flourishing continued during the 4'h century BC. when Nisyros
~ e d an independent city-state with its own coinage 3 , as witnessed by the
::1erous inscriptions found on the island4 •
--e ancient city was built on a low hill above the present town of Mandraki. It
_:upied the flat top and the seaward slopes of the hill, ending in an abrupt
e~ipice at the west. On the flat hilltop of the acropolis public buildings and sane.es were located. The continuation of worship on the acropolis is evidenced by
rge Early Christian basilica of the 6'h century AD 5 •
Plan of the fortification wall
.;1e acropolis of Nisy ros
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2. The ancient for tification wall ofNisyros

3. Inside south section of the wall.
Before restoration work
4. Inside south section of the wall.
A.fter restoration work

5. The inscription on the south wall of the tower PA2
6. The gateway ofthefortification wall
7. Tower PN5. Before restoration

8. Tower PN5. A.fter restoration

The city, naturally fortified on the seaward side, paid special attention to the fortification of the east and south sides, which were the most accessible in any attack
from the plains. The fortification wall, called Palaiokastro by the natives, was bui lt
in the 4' 11 c. BC. along the edge of the hill 6 (fig. 2). One of the best surviving fortifications from the Classical period in the Aegean, it was described for the first
time by the archaeologist Ludwig Ross, who visited the island in 184 F It
enclosed the slopes of the hill down to the seaside cliff at the northwest and
extended as far as the rocky eminence where the medieval castle and the
monastery of the Virgin 'Spiliani ' now stand~ . The construction of this powerful
fortification might be attributed to the defence policy of the dynast Mausolus of
Karia and his successors, who, for a short period of time (355-332 BC), had
acquired control over Rhodes, Kos and the neighbouring islands 9 •
The wall on the acropolis plateau, where the project of restoration and presentation
of the fortification was focused, is 2 to 3,65 m thick, with faces built in courses of
trapezoidal blocks oflocal volcanic black or red stone (basaltic andesite) with a rubble filling (fig. 1). In order to reinforce its defensive capability, the wall was flanked
by square towers, solid up to the level of the parodos (wall-walk). Six towers survive along the south part of the wall and two along the east. The moderate measurements of the towers as well as the fact that no interior areas were designated for
the installation of ballistic machinery, supports an early date for the fortification.
The fifth tower along the south section of the wall (PN5) has two construction
phases: the south part was built in the Early Hellenistic period, circa 300 BC, in
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order to reinforce the earlier tower of the fourth century BC. The Hellenistic
ower, measuring 8.50 x 8.50 m., is wider than the classical one. It was constructd in the pseudo-isodomic system, with the insertion of headers at intervals
etween the stretchers. This is characteristic wall masonry that was introduced
fro m Magna Graecia and is encountered frequently in fortifications of the Aegean
and the Asia Minor coast 10 • The impressive Hellenistic tower stands for almost its
entire height, approximately 10 metres.
The second tower along the east section of the wall (PA2), 7.50 m. high, is almost
-quare in plan, each side being approximately 7 m. Built with an outer face of
quarry-faced trapezoidal blocks of coursed masonry, binding into the fill, it probably belongs to a different construction phase. On the south wall it carries the signifi cant inscription L1AM02:ION (i.e. of the deme, of public use) TO XQPION
ITENTE IIOL1E2: AIIO TO TEIXE(02:) (the area five feet from the fortification
Yall)' 1 (fig. 3). The inscription defines the minimum width, approx. 1.50 m., ofthe
ublic zone around the wall, which had to remain free of any use for defensive rea-ons. This rare epigraphic testimony is dated to 350-325 BC. and is an important
ieee of evidence for dating the wall.
The only surviving gateway in the wall is located in a recess, unseen by the enemy
fig . 4). For further protection, the gateway faced the comer tower of the wall,
from which the defenders could fire unobstructed on would-be attackers. The
gateway, which survives intact, is 2.10 m. wide and 3.20 m. high. It was shut with
a double wooden door secured from the inside by a cross-bar.
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Preserved in excellent condition on the inner side of the wall are the staircases giving access to the wallwalk. On its east side there are two staircases, reaching the
impressive height of 16 and 18 steps. More stairs on the south side facilitated
access to the corresponding towers. In most cases only their base survives.
The fortification of an ancient city is the most significant material evidence and
the most productive means of bringing to life its history. The fortification wall of
Nisyros bears witness to a flourishing ancient city of the Aegean. It is, moreover,
one of the best preserved and impressive examples of ancient fortification architecture in the Helladic world.
The high quality of construction of the fortification wall, the hard and durable building material and the size of the blocks are the factors that have determined the monument's longevity despite not only natural catastrophe, but also the usual cause of
damage, the activities of mankind. Its building material, basaltic andesite, is an especially hard volcanic rock, difficult to chisel and thus does not lend itself readily for
reuse. The location of the ancient city ofNisyros, moreover, which was protected by
the wall, was moved in late Roman times to a place lower down near the harbour.
Thus the site was abandoned and was never changed by later constructions.
The ancient wall, after the neglect of centuries, had been hidden by overgrowth and
by the fill that reached, at many points, its upper levels. As a result, only part of the
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east section was visible. The landscape had been altered by later fill, natural and
man-made, that had covered the scattered blocks of the collapsed sections of the
,·all. The gateway of the wall was blocked with earth and stones, at least unti11969,
:he year when it was illustrated in a local calendar. The ruins of the Early Christian
asilica of the 6'11 century A.D. that had been detected within the walls, likewise
Yere smothered in weeds. Only two scattered column capitals were visible.
Outside the fortification wall, the hillside, arranged in long, narrow terraces with
aditional supporting walls, was systematically cultivated by the island farmers,
ing surface cultivation as it was impossible to bring in machinery for deep
laughing the area. Thus the ancient cemetery that spreads out over the slopes of
- e hill escaped destruction and the natural relief of the ground with successive
·erraces survived. There used to be cultivated fields inside the wall as well, but
- ese were abandoned when the islanders began to be involved in tourism. To
-- ilitate cultivation of their fields, the farmers piled the field stones against the
-- rtification wall; as a result the stairways leading to the towers on the inner side,
d a number of intermediate towers preserved to a lower level, were hidden
:.Jnost entirely by stone piles.
-:lle only stairways visible were KA 1 and KA2, on the east side of the wall. All
- e stairways of the south side were buried beneath the stone piles or hidden by
· e extensive overgrowth. Thus, when the first survey of the fortification wall was
ied out in 1999, the positions of the stairways of this side were indicated only
--ovisionally. The first stairway KNl was totally buried beneath a pile of earth and
·ones that must have accumulated during the 20'11 century (fig. 3). Indeed at the
- ginning of the 20'h century, the position of the stairway was visible 12 •
- e resulting basic problems were the difficulty in recognising sections of the
II, the danger of further destruction of the monument by roots and branches,
d by the constant passage of goats and cattle that destroyed dry masonry and
:nbled the blocks of the fortification wall.
-: e fortification wall on the open area of the acropolis had collapsed, in only a
_ '' places. However, the sections of the wall on the steep slopes were preserved
mediocre to bad condition, because of the steep gradient and the different conction style with large irregular unworked stones, many of which had rolled
_ 'Yn the precipice and disappeared entirely. It was urgent, feasible and desirable
make an intervention only on the approachable area of the acropolis.

:-ower PA2. East elevation,
re restoration
Tower PA2. East elevation,
--~res toration

To wer PA2. Before restoration
• Tower PA2. After restoration
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This part of the fortification wall was surveyed for the first time in 1999 13 • Until then,
the interventions of the 22"d Ephorate of Antiquirie \\·ere limited to clearing, mainly
on the entrance section and the east section of the wall. In 2001 the initial study for
the restoration of the southwest comer of the tower PN5 was executed 14 • Financing of
the project by the European Union Structural Funds however ensured its implementation by the 22"dEphorate of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities, within the South
Aegean Regional Operational Program 2000-2006. All the works were carried out
with supervision by an appropriate scientific and technical sta:ffl 5 • All works in the
field were carried out by a local work force, except for the works of "anastelosis",
which were performed mainly by specialised personnel of the Ephorate.
The works began with extensive clearing and removal of disorderly overgrowth
that had hidden and caused damage to the monument. The removal of earth, the
aim of which was to identify blocks and sections of the fortification wall, was carried out along with systematic excavation. Select trenches were excavated for
resolving scholarly matters and all the movable archaeological finds, valuable for
dating the building phases and the archaeological and historical evidence of the
monument, were documented.
The most important new features that came to light were:
1. The stairway KNl , and in front of it a second stairway of the Hellenistic period. The stairway was totally buried beneath a pile of earth and stones that must
have accumulated during the 20 111 century (fig. 4).
2. The original threshold of the gateway that had been covered over by later constructions, the cut sockets (for door hinges etc) and the penetrating socket for the
bar that secured the wooden gate.
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3. Section of an independent reinforcing fortification wall - cross wall - length
15.20 m., outside tower PN4, dated to the Hellenistic period.
-L The floor of tower PN2 with the threshold of a double entrance door with a
metal hinge-pin, a feature that shows the tower had an upper floor.
.. . Three columns in situ of the central aisle of the Early Christian basilica of the
6th century A.D.
6. Finally two inscribed boundary stones (horoi). One of them was possibly set up
after the carving of the inscription on the fortification wall and defined a wider
zone of fifteen feet around the wall for public use.
The object and purpose of the work was:
- conservation and restoration of the accessible section of the fortification wall in
-he area of the acropolis,
- the display of the monument as a whole with the site presented. Preference in the
interventions was given to areas with problems needing immediate attention (such
as sections that were ready to fall) or that were possible to restore.
Basic goals were conservation and protection of the building material, structural
restoration, improvement of the monument's comprehensibility, to save it from
fu rther collapse and its future protection.
The basic aim of the work of arranging the site was to display the monument, to
organise the surrounding area into a visitable archaeological site and to show the
unity of the historical, archaeological and natural features of the place.
The interventions of consolidation and restoration were concentrated on the following sections:
Tower PNS. Restoration of the southwest corner' 6
The initial study for restoration called for the dismantling and resetting of the southwest comer of the tower, which showed significant deviation from the vertical (fig. 7).
The excavations that were carried out at the same time, however, revealed 150 more
ancient blocks buried in the fill, as well as sections of the destroyed inner face of the
walls. Also discovered was a later (late Roman) section continuous with the south
wall and constructed of ancient blocks in a second use. On the basis of this information, a new study was made for extending the restoration to include the architectural
documentation of the scattered blocks so as to determine their original position
and to research the new possibilities of "anastelosis". Respect for the later phase

13. Site plan of arrangement and
disp lay of the wall on the acropolis

14. Aerial view of the fortified
acropolis of Nisyros.
After restoration work
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and the decision to preserve it meant that only 43 ancient blocks were included in the
restoration of the exterior and interior faces of the south and east walls, in addition to
the 22 that were reset in the southwest comer correcting the deviations. With the
"anastelosis" of the southwest comer, the addition of the filling material between the
wall faces and the consolidation of the interior fill of the tower, both the stability of
the tower and comprehension of its original form were greatly improved (fig. 8).
Tower PA2. Restoration up to the final level of the parodos' 7
The tower had collapsed and the main mass of scattered material remained around
the tower (fig. 9, 11). A considerable number of blocks, however, were found
buried in fill that was further away or had rolled down the steep slope. It was determined that "anastelosis" of the ruined tower was possible and desirable. This was
possible because of the amount of ancient material that was well preserved and
because there was full knowledge of its original form. It was desirable both in order
to save the ruinous tower and its scattered parts and because it presented a unique
opportunity for complete restoration to the original form using authentic material.
The difficulties and problems that were encountered were various. The search for
scattered blocks meant extensive removal of earth, while the determination of their
original position and full knowledge of the original form was successful only with
persistence, time-consuming drawings and especially research on the spot. A total of
110 ancient blocks were recovered, 83 of which were set in their original positions.
On completion of the study and following approval by the Central Archaeological
Council, the work of reconstruction began with the use of a construction crane.
The sections that were ready to fall or had shifted were dismantled and reset, correcting the deformations. The deeply destroyed bedding for the foundation was
replaced with a belt of reinforced concrete with non-corrosive rods, invisible
beneath the fill. The walls of the tower were restored to their original form and
structure using authentic material to a proportion of 95%; the inner fill of the
tower was supplemented, as also the final layering at the level of the parodos of
the fortification wall (fig. 10, 12).

,,
I
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Curtain wall TA2. Consolidation and restoration' 8
After documenting and calculating the geometrical deformations, a study was
made for dismantling and resetting the upper courses with the declinations corrected. A great danger in this operation was the temporary consolidation of the
material used for priming the fortification wall after the dismantling. This was
resolved by buttressing from the scaffolding.
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15. South section of the fortification wall.
Before restoration work
16. South section of the fortification wall.
After restoration work

-. The area of the gate after restoration work

Curtain wall TAl - Tower PNS- Stairway KNl. Works of "anastelosis" 19
-\. total of 80 ancient blocks were recovered during the removal of earth in this
rea. This was followed by survey, research and the a study to identify their origal positions. In the "anastelosis", 57 ancient blocks were added.
- ransporting and setting of the blocks was accomplished by crane with hoisting
inch or by bridge crane, but the precise setting was carried out with absolute
-onitoring of movement in the ancient way, using crowbars in the ancient lifting
- les. The stones were set as dry masonry and stabilised by their own weight,
rhout clamps, as dictated by the authentic building and structural system.
intervention was carried out on Tower PN3 because of its totally ruinous con:ion down to the foundations. For the destroyed section of the curtain wall TA2,
_- he north limit of the area of intervention toward the ravine, a analytical study
- been approved but it was not possible to proceed with intervention in the
::unework of available funding.
" ethical framework for the interventions of "anastelosis" on the fortification wall
~re based on international conventions and mainly on the Charter ofVenice, tak- 5 into consideration each time the new perceptions, on both the theoretical and
~~hnicallevel , and considering the materials and the available means. Among these:
- . any years of research on the location and the systematic excavation as a basis
the interventions and the application of aims and actions according to the evi-~nee that emerged during the course of the works;
- -· e performing of extensive "anastelosis" only when the original position of the
~ ient members was known and when infilling in new materials could be kept to
_ 3linimum; filling in on the basis of hypothesis was ruled out from the beginning,
;•;er PN.5 and the sections PNA, TAl , KNl were restored using only ancient
- rerial; tower PA.2 with 95% authentic material;
- respect for the authenticity of the elements of the monument and the ancient
_::uctural system meant that disturbing the original structure was avoided and thus
.: -mantling and resetting was restricted to parts about to fall or already fallen and
_.., y if absolutely necessary for "anastelosis";
- Together with conservation of the whole, the authenticity of the material was
~-p ected, because it preserves important historical and archaeological evidence
::aces of working, cutting etc.) and is of special significance in ancient monu-ents, particularly those of the classical period;
- A.ssurance of reversibility was a basic principle for the restoration;
- The principles requiring a harmonious relationship, but also a clear separation of
- e few additions from the authentic sections, were respected.
r
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The choice oflocal stone (from the same rock as the fortification wall) for the nev.insertions (5 blocks in tower PA.2) and their working in the ancient way with hammer and point contributed to a harmonious inclusion of the new material. A discretely inscribed date of the intervention distinguishes it from the original material. The restored sections are distinguished from the authentic with the insertion of
a distinctive material (lead sheet).
Interdisciplinary collaboration was a necessary prerequisite for carrying out the
work. In addition to architectural -restoration studies and the study for organisation of the surrounding area, the I.G.M.E. conducted a geological study to determine the causes of collapse and damage to the fortification walP 0 • Research studies with proposals for conservation of the stone were also made by the Stone
Conservation Centre of the Ministry of Culture 21 • The studies were based on
detailed description, survey and observation (traces of working, cutting, traces of
damage etc) of the ancient monument itself and of 350 scattered members that
were retrieved.
The technology of the interventions combines the ancient techniques with today'
scientific knowledge and modern technical means.
The use of new material in the interventions was limited to the minimum possible
and only after interdisciplinary research so as to assure that it is compatible.
reversible and harmless to the monument.
-In the "anastelosis" of tower PA2, the spaces left by 5 blocks that were not foun d
were filled in with new blocks made from the same rock as the monument. The

I:
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: . The new installations for the public
• 9. View of the entrance area from the south

_0. Panoramic view of the entrance area

.::haping of the new members was done with a mould and they were worked in the
ancient manner with hammer and point.
- Block fragments were restored to their monolithic form by joining them with
-_,·hite Portland cement and joining elements of titanium in invisible blind sockets.
Those blocks with little loss of their original mass were filled in with new cast
material after being set in place, so as to assure their secure seating. Titanium
~t a mps and dowels were used also for structural strengthening of the upper
restored courses of tower PN.5.
- Since there are a few small spaces in the body of the walls, because of damage
-o the stones, lead sheets were used on the bedding surfaces in order to assure contact of the stones and consistent distribution of weight.
- The final coating of the top of the tower was made analogous to the original, with
lime and local inert aggregate, without cement so as to seal it with a natural aesthetic effect.
-The underpinning of tower PA.2 was replaced with modem materials, that is with
oncrete reinforced with non-corrosive steel, as the old bedding was deeply
destroyed and unsuitable for either conservation or restoration.
The work of display began with the initial clearing and removal of earth on a broad
scale accompanying systematic excavation in order to discover buried sections of
the fortification wall. The final organisation of the surrounding area (2007 -2008)
was based on an architectural planning of an archaeological park22 (fig. 13, 14).
Pathways were constructed - walks inside and outside the fortification wall (fig.
17, 18), stone built terraces for demarcation - fencing of the area and installations
for the convenience of visitors (guard house - ticket office, toilets and we for people with special needs). Information plaques placed at special points along the fortification wall assist in the understanding of the monument (fig. 8, 17).
Basic principles for the study and work of organising the site comprised:respect
for and preservation of the immediate environment of the monument in relation to
its scale. In designing the new constructions solutions chosen were determined by
function, simplicity of form and size, differentiation from the ancient monument
and, as far as the extent possible incorporation into the natural environment. The
principle of minimum possible intervention was respected and local traditional
methods and materials were adopted.
The site was provided with a number of stone-built constructions of the same height
as the local dry-masonry buildings of the surrounding area, using a variety of natural
rocks of various sizes. As a result, the arrangement acquired the aesthetic of a natural
place surrounding the monument and harmoniously forming an aesthetic unit with it.
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The public installations (guard house, we) were designed and set into the ground
in order to be less evident and to protect the views of the monument (fig. 18).
Visitor safety and disabled access were determining factors in planning the paths
and facilities.
Lengthy research was undertaken to choose the surfacing of the pathways, durable
through time and weather conditions, of natural materials without the addition of
cement, compatible with the monument and its environment. Lime and local neutral
materials finally yielded a durable material resembling beaten earth (fig. 19, 20).
Features that were retained were:
- the traditional local system (collection of rain-water in underground cisterns-)
for supplying the new installations with water.
- the traditional farm building that is contiguous with part of the fortification wall
and to which the cistern belongs.
-the old abandoned path as an alternative and shorter footpath to the archaeological site.
The electric lighting system that was installed with careful and critical placing of
the lights on stone-built holders, provides a view of the monument at night. The
work was completed with a judicious planting of endemic plants which were chosen to fit in aesthetically with the monument and place, but also to withstand local
climatic conditions and grazing animals that wander freely on the island.
The work of consolidation, "anastelosis" and display of the ancient fortification
wall of Nisyros is a contribution to the conservation and enrichment of universal
cultural heritage for the following reasons:
1. The monument was saved from the possibility of further collapse.
2. The extensive work of "anastelosis" was carried out almost entirely with ancient
blocks reset in their original position with minimal additions. In particular, it was
possible to restore tower PA2 to its original form, using the authentic material as
far as the final layering at the level of the parodos, a rare accomplishment in the
history of anastelosis. It was based on documented interdisciplinary studies,
exhaustive archaeological research and detailed architectural documentation.
3. The "anastelosis" was likewise advantageous because it allowed 185 ancient
blocks to avoid being disregarded and to find again the place that belonged to them
and was proper for them. The other 335 stones that were pulled out from the fill
but were not used in the "anastelosis" received, however, relative protection by
being catalogued, classified, fully documented and arranged within the archaeological site.
4. The new sections that were discovered in the excavation and restored have significantly improved the monument's comprehensibility and, together with the
archaeological finds that came to light, have increased its historical and educational value, contributing to the enrichment of scholarship, archaeology and history.
5. Conditions were created for the monument to be part of contemporary public
life. At the end of 2008 an entire functioning archaeological site was presented to
the public, providing relaxation, information on the ancient history of the island
as well as a walk within an area of extraordinary natural beauty. Also in a specially
planned area, a musical event was held in August 2009 that was enthusiastically
received by the public.
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Nissiros, avec une surface d 'environ 41 km2, est une des plus petites fles du Dodecanese. Elle a atteint un niveau economique et artistique considerable dans le
temps anciens, comme on le deduit des riches decouvertes archeologiques d
cimetiere dans les VIII- V siecles av. J C.
La periode de prosperite a continue pendant le IV siecle av. J. Ch. quand Nissiro
devint une cite independante, comme temoignent les nombreuses inscriptions trouvees sur l 'fie.
L 'ancienne ville a ete construite sur une colline basse au-dessus de Ia ville deju
existante de Mandraki. Elle se situe sur le sommet plat et sur les pentes d'une colline qui descendent vers Ia mer et terminent dans un precipice abrupt a l'ouesSur le sommet de la colline plate de !'acropolis on a trouve des batiments public
et des sanctuaires. L 'adoration sur l 'acropolis a continue, preuve en est la grande basilique chretienne du VI siecle ap. J C.
La ville, naturellement fortifiee du cote de la mer, a prete une attention particuliere alafortification sur les cotes est et sud qui etaient les plus accessibles atau
les attaques des plaines. Le mur de la fortification, appele Palaikastro par le
autochtones, a ete construit au IV siecle av. J-Ch. tout au long du bard de la colline. La construction de cette puissante fortification peut etre attribuee a Ia politique de defense du dynaste Mausole de Carie et ses successeurs.
La fortification d 'une ancienne ville est le temoignage materiel le plus importaw
et le moyen le plus productifpour faire revivre son histoire. Lemur fortifie de Nissiros est Ia preuve de Ia jlorissante ancienne ville de l 'Egee. II est, de plus, un de
exemples les mieux conserves et impressionnants de l 'architecture des ancienne
fortifications dans le monde helladique.
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